
Biden’s disinformation board had secret plan to conspire with Big Tech to censor
all opposing views

Description

USA: Appearing on a recent episode of “Tucker Carlson Tonight,” Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) 
told the Fox News host that the Biden regime is not being honest about the true intent of its 
new “disinformation board.”

While initially claiming that it would be used to address misinformation threats from abroad, the regime
is actually planning to use it as a Ministry of Truth assault on the American people, Hawley revealed.

Hidden documents obtained by Hawley show that Biden and his cronies are basically planning to erase
the First Amendment and zip-up everyone’s mouth who says anything that opposes the regime and its
agenda.

“As it turns out, Tucker, the people that the Biden administration thinks are the real threat to America,”
Hawley said.

“It’s not the drug cartels. It’s not foreign threats. It’s you. It’s the American people. If you have
questions about COVID, if you have questions about COVID masks, if you have questions about the
COVID vaccine, this administration wanted you to be monitored. This disinformation board was set up
to go after you. That’s what the documents say.”

Biden’s disinformation board aims to stamp out free and fair 
elections

In addition to censoring the truth about COVID and all other future plandemics, Biden’s disinformation
board is also being established to silence anyone who talks about fraudulent elections, including the
one that Biden himself stole in 2020.
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Discussing election integrity, it turns out, is a no-no subject under the current regime, which is working
overtime to ensure that there will never again be a free and fair election in the United States.

“The documents specifically mentioned that they needed to be a disinformation board because some
people were having questions about election integrity,” Hawley further explained.

“Some people had questions about January 6. Well, we couldn’t have that, and this board was set up
to monitor that. That was what was in their sights. And I’ll tell you, Tucker, it just gives the lie to what
they were saying in public.”

None of this is a surprise to anyone who has been following the Biden train wreck since the time the
regime was illegally installed in the White House. Since day one and even before that, Biden’s puppet
masters have been systematically chipping away at the First Amendment, the Second Amendment,
and really the entire Constitution (or what remains of it, anyway).

“Nothing much new here about this regime lying to us,” wrote someone in Breitbart News, unsurprised
by Hawley’s new revelations. “In fact, it’s a given.”

“Quite frankly, our country has come to expect everything the White House says to be a lie,” responded
someone else. “So no surprise the so-called disinformation board was actually being set up to go after
anyone who criticized them.”

Another common theme in the comments is the realization that everything about the leftist politics
period involves manipulation and lies. The same is mostly true for the establishment right as well, but
Democrats are arguably far worse with their constant gaslighting and flat-out deception.

“Everything is ‘Wag the Dog’ – everything,” wrote another. “Everything is a structured deception.”

Another thing that leftists tend to almost always do that conservatives rarely ever seem to do is try to
censor free speech. If the left really is right about its various agendas, then would they not speak for
themselves, eliminating the need to censor?

“This is no longer the United States,” expressed someone else.

“The Democrat Party has adopted Stalinist measures to control the citizens. From censorship,
intimidation, criminal prosecution, spying and numerous other tactics, they are determined to silence
any opposition to their leftist policies.”
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